Abstract-Several approaches are proposed in the literature to calculate the drag force, the electric field and the induced dielectrophoretic force. This paper analyzes the performances of various models for closed loop control of dielectrophoretic systems in comparison with experiments. This article compares their performance in terms of accuracy, computation time, and memory consumption. Four classical approaches are available to calculate the electric field. Their performances are analyzed in the paper. We have shown that combining the dipolar model of dielectrophoresis force with an anisotropic drag force (integrating the wall-effect) provides an interesting ratio precision/computation time. This paper provides an original comparison of several models described in literature whose performances have been compared with experiments.
I. INTRODUCTION
Manipulation of micro-objects in fluid is of great interest, especially in biological applications. In this framework, a great variety of systems has been developed [1] which includes the dielectrophoresis (DEP) systems. The DEP physical principle enables to manipulate a dielectric microobject placed in an AC electric field [2] . Under certain conditions, dielectric objects (including biological cells) are polarized and are attracted toward local extrema of the electric field. The electric field are commonly produced by electrodes sputtered on a substrate. Most of the systems are dedicated to statistical sorting of cells, but the new generation is focused on single cell positioning [3] .
To guarantee that a single micro-object is positioned accurately, closed-loop control must be implemented. Along the trajectory, the micro-object positions can be measured with cameras [4] , event based sensors [5] or by impedance spectrometry [6] . The control law requires a model of the system characterized by high non-linearities. This model is based on the forces applied on the particle (dielectrophoretic force, drag force, etc.). The first step of the model consists in the calculation of the electric field around the manipulated object. Different approaches have been proposed such as the electric field superposition [7] , the charge distribution superposition [8] , the Green's function [9] or the Fourier series [10]. The calculation of the dielectrophoretic force depends on assumptions on the electric field's non-uniformity, leading to multipolar model. The other predominant force is the drag force induced by the liquid, and several expressions are also proposed in the litterature [11] , [12] .
To use these models to perform closed-loop control they must meet several requirements in terms of accuracy, computation time and memory requirement. This article proposes to analyze and compare these models. Several experimental particle trajectories are taken as references. This article will thus provide a comprehensive analysis for people interested in implementing closed-loop control based on dielectrophoretic actuation. This paper is organized as follows. Section II provides the quasi-static model of the system. Section III compares several models of drag and dielectrophoretic forces with experiments. Section IV analyses different approaches to compute the electric field. Section V concludes the paper.
II. MOTION OF A PARTICLE IN AN AC ELECTRIC FIELD
To compare different models of the drag and dielectrophoretic forces, as well as different approaches to compute the electric field, experimental data will be taken as references. They will be obtained from a benchmark described in Figure 1 . It is composed of an array of parallel electrodes in a fluidic channel. This configuration is of interest for example to sort micro-objects, or biological cells. The microobjects flow through the channel along the x direction due to the fluid motion. The lateral position y of the micro-object is controlled by the electric potential on each electrode. Deviating the position of the objects enables to collect them in different reservoirs to sort them. This paper focuses on modeling the lateral displacement induced by the electrode array. In the benchmark experiments, the electrode's width, l, is 5 µm or 10 µm and the spherical micro-objects (particles) have a radius, a, between 5 µm and 10 µm.
A. Dynamic model
In the following, we consider that the liquid in the microchannel is static, and that the trajectory of the particule is consequently in the plane defined by ( y, z). In the general case, the forces applied on the particle are the fluid drag force, gravity-buoyancy, dielectrophoresis force and Brownian motion. Moreover, the medium can be subjected to AC electro-osmosis and electrothermal flow. Based on the work of Castellanos et al. [13] , it is possible to compute the relative importance of these forces on the velocity of the particle. Table I summarizes the order of magnitude of the particule velocity induced by each force.
AC electro-osmosis, Brownian motion and electrothermal flow are at least two orders of magnitude less than the dielectrophoretic force, and one order of magnitude less than the joint effect of gravity and buoyancy. According to this calculation, these three effects will be neglected in our case.
For a particle subjected to gravity-buoyancy F g , dielectrophoresis F DEP and fluid drag F drag , Kharboutly et al. demonstrated that the inertial term can be neglected in Newton's second law [8] . Thus, the motion of the particle can be deduced from:
The gravity-buoyancy force is given by:
where a is the particle's radius, ρ m (resp ρ p ) is the fluid density (resp. particle density) and −g z the gravitational acceleration. The next sections present various expressions of the drag and dielectrophoretic forces proposed in the literature.
B. Model of the drag force
The classical model of the drag force applied on a spherical object is given by the Stockes' law. An extended version of this law has been proposed in [11] , [12] :
where µ is the dynamic viscosity and λ y and λ z are correction factors enabling to model the impact of the substrate close to the particle (wall effect). These correction factors are defined in [11, Eq. (1) 
where
z is the altitude of the center of gravity of the particle above the substrate. As the drag coefficients are different along y and z, this general model is called "anistropic drag force" in the following of this paper. The isotropic classical Stockes' law represents the particular case of Eq 3 considering the assumption λ y = λ z = 1. This simplified model is called "isotropic drag force" in the following. Section III-B discusses the influence of the anistropy of the drag force on particle trajectories.
C. Model of the dielectrophoretic force
Close to the electrodes, the electric field is highly nonuniform. The force induced by a highly non-uniform electric field on a uniform spherical dielectric particle can be derived using Maxwell stress tensor [14] or effective multipole moment [15] . Maxwell stress tensor approach is regarded as the most rigorous. However, Michálek [7] shows that for a spherical particle over parallel electrode array the quadripolar approximation shows results similar to Maxwell stress tensors. Maxwell stress tensors being too long to compute for closed-loop control, effective multipole moment are usually used. The quadripolar approximation of the i component, i ∈ {y, z}, of the dielectrophoretic force induced by an electric field E can be found in [16, Eq. (8) ] as:
Equation (6) uses the Einstein summation convention: all repeated indexes are summed. The real part of the generalized Clausius-Mossotti factor K (n) is defined as: where ε * m and ε * p are the complex permittivities of the medium and the particle, respectively. These are defined as ε * = ε + σjω with ε the permittivity, σ the conductivity and ω = 2πf the angular frequency of the harmonic electric field. Equation (6) describes the quadripolar expression of the DEP force. The dipolar expression of the DEP force is obtained form Eq (6) by neglecting the terms
∂xn∂xm . The comparison between both expressions are defined in sec. III-C.
The next section discusses the model of the drag force, and in particular the drag force anisotropy (Eq. 4 and Eq. 5) as well as the model of the dielectrophoretic force (Eq. 6), difference between quadripolar and dipolar model, compared to experimental data. Section IV focuses on different approaches to compute the electric field.
III. COMPARISON BETWEEN MODELS AND EXPERIMENTS
Using equations (1) to (6) the trajectory of the particle can be defined considering its initial position and the electric field in the workspace. The objective of this section is to compare the computed trajectories of the models presented in the previous section with experiments. This comparison requires to compute the electric field in the workspace. Different methods to compute this electric field can be used providing a very similar computed electric field but requiring different calculation times and memory requirements. The comparison of the different ways to compute the electric field will be presented in section IV. In this section, the electric field in the workspace is calculated using the "Fourier Series method" [10] .
A. Experimental data
The models discussed in this paper are compared with experimental data, considered as the reference. Four experiments listed in Table II are reported in this paper. The four experiments enable to test trajectories for various parameters such as different electrode width l, particle radius a and particle materials. The experiment are conducted in a petri dish with an open channel. To avoid bubble formation, ethanol is used. For each experiment the motion is recorded at 1000 frames per second with a pixel resolution of 1.44 µm allowing accurate off-line tracking. At t 0 , a step voltage of 5 V rms at 500 kHz is set on one electrode close to the object, the voltage of others electrodes are set to zero.
B. Impact of the drag force anisotropy Fig 2 describes the value of the factors λ y and λ z in function of the ratio d/a between d = z − a the particlesubstrate distance and a the particle radius. As expected, Fig. 2 : Value of the Stockes' law correction for wall effect depending on the ratio = d/a between d = z − a the particle-substrate distance and a the particle radius.
when the particle goes close to the substrate, the correction factors increase and the drag force increases too Eq (3).
As λ z is always greater than λ y (e.g. λ z /λ y = 1.53 for d/a = 1), the drag coefficient along y is smaller than the one along z. This anisotropy induced by the substrate (walleffect) has a strong impact on the particle trajectory. Indeed, the same force amplitude along y and z induce a velocity along z smaller than the velocity along y. In other words, the wall-effect tends to favor the movements parallel to the plane. Figure 3 illustrates this effect. It shows the position of the particle (experiment 0) as a function of time. Figure 3(b) represents the altitude of the particle predicted by models. The models taking into account the drag force anisotropy predicts a trajectory with a lower height than the models based on isotropic drag force. Moreover, the height of the particle has a significant impact on the magnitude of the DEP force: the lower is the particle, the higher the electric field gradients are, the higher the DEP force is. Consequently, the anisotropic drag force model predicts a trajectory along y with a higher velocity than the isotropic model.
The anisotropic model shows a good coherence with the experimental measurement. All further simulations uses the anisotropic drag force model.
C. Multipolar dielectrophoresis
While computing the dielectrophoretic force, higher order terms are commonly neglected based on the dipole approximation. However, in theory, this dipole approximation is valid only if the spatial variations of the electric field are small compared to the particle size [15] . In this section the influence of higher order multipoles (quadrupoles) is evaluated with respect to experimental data. Figure 4 represents the position of the particle obtained both experimentally and using the proposed models with the dipolar and quadripolar approximations. Experimental conditions are the following. The electrode size is decreased to 5 µm and spherical particles with radius up to 10.2 µm are tested according to Table II. A step voltage of 5 V is applied on an electrode at t 0 = 10 µs. To compute the trajectories obtained from the model (Eq. 1) the anisotropic drag force is considered, as discussed in the previous section. To compute the dielectrophoretic force the electric field is obtained from the Fourier series method [10] . This choice is discussed in Sec. IV. The trajectories of the particle obtained for both the dipolar and quadripolar approximations are plotted in Fig. 4 and compared with experiments. According to Figure 4 , even if the electric field is highly non-uniform, the trajectories obtained from the models and the experiments are very close. As expected, the quadripolar model is slightly more accurate when predicting the particle trajectory. However, it takes twice as long to compute. Since computation time is a critical issue for closed loop control the dipolar approximation is retained in the following.
IV. ELECTRIC FIELD COMPUTATION
The previous section analyzes the influence of different models of the dielectrophoretic force. However, it was assumed that the electric field was known. This section discusses different approaches to compute the electric field in terms of computing resources and accuracy.
There are three different approaches to compute the electric field: numerical models, semi-analytical models and analytical models. Numerical models, such as finite element methods, require too much computation time to be usable for closed loop control of a particle motion using dielectrophoresis. They are not considered in this paper.
A. Semi-analytical methods
Semi-analytical models use the superposition principle to extrapolate the electric field from a base of pre-computed numerical solution [8] , [7] .
1) Superposition principle on the electric field: The superposition principle can be applied directly to the electric field and its derivative issued from each electrode, leading to:
with E n the precomputed map considering an unitary potential on the electrode n and U n the potential applied on it. The dielectrophoretic force is then computed using Eq (6).
2) Superposition principle on the charge distribution: A second solution is to retrieve the electric field from the map of the charge accumulated on each electrode surface, leading to :
where C n,k is the charge induced by the n th electrode on P k , an elementary point. M = (x, y, z) is the point of application.
B. Analytical methods
For particular geometry of electrodes, analytical formulations exist. For electrode arrays, Green's function [9] and Fourier series [10] have been recently studied.
1) Green's functions: The solution of the Laplace equation in a half-space, with Diriclet conditions, can be transformed, thanks to Green's theorem to:
with φ(x, y, z) the electric potential in the space and h(x, y) the electric potential on the boundary. Gurtner et al explicit the electric potential on the boundary as a sum of polynomial approximations induced by each electrode h(x, y) = n h n (x, y)U n [9] . The electric field can be derived using: E(x, y, z) = −∇φ(x, y, z).
2) Fourier series: Fourier series can be used to approximate the electric potential on the electrode array as a sum of exponential. The electric field in the whole space can be expressed as:
with a n,p the Fourier coefficient and e p (x, y, z) a combination of exponential. For the benchmark experiment, an analytical formulation of the a n,p coefficient is given in [10] . For more general cases, a semi-artificial neural network can be used to pre-compute numerical value of a n,p coefficient [17] .
C. Comparison of electric field computation techniques for closed loop control
To be usable for closed loop control on an embedded platform, the approaches described above must provide accurate electric field computation while being resource efficient. In the following, the four previously presented methods are compared on the benchmark system presented in Figure 1 . Since this system is invariant along the x direction, computation are reduced to (O, y, z) plan, significantly reducing the computation time. 
1) Precision:
Using the same scenario as in Section III, the trajectory obtained with the four approaches to compute the electric field, enumerated previously, are compared to experimental trajectories. As discussed in the previous sections the anisotropic drag force and the dipolar model of the dielectrophoretic force are selected. For the semianalytical methods, maps of the electric field, its derivatives and charge distributions are pre-computed using a finite element software (Comsol). The Green's method uses third order polynomial approximation given in [9] . The Fourier method uses analytical formulation of the Fourier coefficients given in [10] . Figure 5 shows the prediction of the particle position with respect to time versus the experiments described in Section III before the particle hits the electrode array (bottom of the channel) at t = 0.6 s. As dielectrophoresis is very sensitive to the voltage applied on each electrode, a quantitative study of the precision of each model requires comparison on a broad range of different electric fields in the whole space. For such exhaustive study, experimental data are hard to obtain. Thus, only qualitative conclusion is given here. The different model's trajectories laid on a bundle of 15 µm. This is less than twice the diameter of the particle. When performing closed loop control the inaccuracies in the model are handled by the feedback loop and can be considered as perturbations. Thus, the four models can be used to perform closed loop control. Computing resources, which are critical issues, are discussed in the next section.
2) Computing resources: The comparison of the computing resources required by these four approaches is been performed on three different arrays of respectively 8, 16 and 32 electrodes. In each case the electrode width is 10 µm. Thus, increasing the number of electrodes allows to compare the scale-up efficiency of each model. All models are run on the same desktop computer (Intel Core i5, 3.30 GHz, 8 GB RAM, 64-bit, Linux 3.10, CentOS 7) from C code. C code is chosen as a reference for real-time embedded applications. The C code is available on request for each model. Table III shows the computing time and the memory required by the four models for the three different electrode arrays. Based on these comparisons the electric field superposition method is the fastest, as it requires almost no computation. However, it requires a large amount of data loaded in memory. The charge superposition approach reduces the precomputed map to the electrodes surface, but it requires more computation leading to longer computation time. Green's function leads to complex formula using inverse tangent and square root, with a third order polynomial. For this reason this method is the slowest to compute. Fourier series are a good option when the number of electrode increases.
V. CONCLUSIONS & PERSPECTIVES
This article aims at analyzing the performances of dynamic models usable for closed-loop control of dielectrophoretic systems. Dipolar model versus quadratic model of the dielectrophoretic force and isotropic versus anisotropic drag force model have been compared. We have shown that a model computing anisotropic drag force and dipolar dielectrophoretic force appears as the simplest model predicting trajectories close to the experiments. To compute the electric field, the method of superposition of the electrical field is the fastest to predict the electrical field. If memory consumption is an issue, Fourier series are a good option when the number of electrode increases.
The quadratic dependence of the dielectrophoretic force on the electric potential applied on each electrodes makes the inverse model hard to compute. Optimal closed-loop control will be investigated in future works.
